
Leading Innovation in The Coffee World For The Single Serve Market Is A Revolutionary 

Company With Heart & Soul Called, Doctors' Choice, The Coffee That Loves You! 

“With coffee on the rise to innovate, new methods to roast & brew are gaining popularity as are new ways in which to 

enjoy coffee. Doctors' Choice brings a richer & finer tasting coffee to the market to help the poor through Mercy 

Ships.” 

 
ST. PAUL, MN, May 12, 2015 /24-7PressRelease/ -- "Innovative coffee with heart and soul" surely implies what Doctors' Choice 

is all about. Its coffee makes it not only a healthier choice for coffee lovers, but its sponsoring of *Mercy Ships makes it a 

possible dream for many, who would not otherwise survive, because of the efforts of the entire ship's crew, and its medical 

volunteers. Doctors' Choice is currently available in 3 unique blends to promote health and wellness from within.  

 

Consumers committed to "green" packaging will now be able to select from any of the blends in Recyclable #5 Eco Single Serve 

Cups that work with all Single Serve Brewers and are Keurig( ) compatible (except Vue). All of Doctors' Choice blends are 

sourced through Direct Trade from top ranking farms that are Rainforest Alliance Certified. These are Boquete Black Gesha, 

Premium Paleo Blend and Fat Burning blend. Each blend is low heat roasted to ensure the natural flavor and freshness of the 

bean are maintained before any healthy ingredients are added, the result being a most delicious and satisfying surprise to any 

consumer who loves their coffee and is into making healthier choices. It's a coffee that is more robust in flavor, full of 

character and is as smooth as velvet on the palette. 

 

The added healthy ingredients in each blend work to support and promote health from within to offer more of an even-keeled 

energy throughout the day versus the jittery ups and downs, more clarity of mind for concentration and problem solving, and a 

better tolerance to coping with stress due to its rich content of B-vitamins, flavonoids, phenols, minerals and enzymes that help the 

immune, respiratory and digestive systems. 

 

The popularity of the single serve cup is as inevitable as it is undeniable, and for many reasons. Probably the most convincing 

reason of all is that it gives the consumer the ability to brew their own fresh cup, on demand!  Americans are spending more now 

in the single serve market than ever before to prepare their own coffee at home, and according to Mintel market research, the quest 

for flavor and convenience will fuel the single serve’s continued growth. [1] 

About Bashert Enterprises 

Bashert Enterprises is based in Stillwater, MN and is a first-generation, family-owned coffee importing and roasting business in 

operation since 2013. As a core part of its coffee offerings, Bashert Enterprises is proud of its collaboration with prominent 

licensed brands such as Doctors’ Choice™.  These coffee products are available both in retail outlets throughout the United States, 

and on-line at www.doctorschoice.coffee or call (866) 620-4490 for more information. 

 

[1] "Coffee – US September 2014" by, Elizabeth Sisel, Beverage Analyst    

*Mercy Ships hospital offers state-of-the-art facilities to offer clean water, reliable electricity and care centers. More can be 

found at www.doctorschoice.coffee.  
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